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Executive Summary 

Though Bangladeshi people primarily the urban ones introduced to Internet in 1993 and currently using 

the worlds latest 4G technology, the vast majority of the population of Bangladesh live in the rural 

areas. They had limited access to internet thus couldn’t enjoy the benefits offered by Internet including 

buying from online platform. Ek-shop is an initiative of the Information and Communication 

Technology Division of the Government of Bangladesh that offers a one-stop shopping solution by 

using digital platform primarily for the rural people. Ek-shop platform operates under a unique business 

model where orders are placed by Union Digital Centers (UDC) for the rural customers to merchants 

and the merchants deliver these goods through Ek-shops logistics partners. 

 

This study was carried out to assess the performance this unique new e-business initiative of  a2i that is 

Ek-shop platform.  Focus group discussion (FGD) and in-depth interviews with the major platform 

participants: UDC members, customers, merchants and logistics partners were carried out to get an in-

depth understanding of the performance of Ek-shop platform from the participants lenses. In addition, 

surveys were administered on the UDC entrepreneurs and customers to get their insight on specific 

performance related attributes of the platform.  

 

The qualitative and quantitative instruments used in this study for data collection were developed by 

adapting items from prior studies. In particular the FGD and in-depth interview protocol as well as the 

survey questionnaire were adapted from two most prominent service quality measurement scales namely 

E-S-QUAL and E-RecS-QUAL scale (Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Malhotra (2005). From these two 

scales seven dimensions namely efficiency, fulfillment, system availability, privacy, responsiveness, 

compensation and contact are accommodated in the FGD protocol and survey questionnaire.  The 

efficiency dimension explores the respondents’ perception relating to the ease and speed of accessing 

and using the platform.  The fulfillment dimension investigates the extent to which the platforms’ 

promises about delivery and item availability are fulfilled.  The system availability dimension of platform 

demonstrates whether the platform is technically sound or not. The privacy dimension assesses the 

degree to which the platform is safe and protects customer information. Responsiveness assesses the 

extent to which effective handling of problems and returns through the platform is in place or not.  

Compensation dimension resonates the degree to which the platform compensates customers for 

problems and finally the contact dimension assesses the platform in terms of the availability of assistance 

through telephone or online representatives.  To assess the logistic providers’ performance, Juga et al.’s 

(2010) three-dimensional scale for evaluating the service quality of a logistic services provider is used in 

this study. These are: operational service quality, personal quality and technical quality. 
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This study came up with some very intriguing findings. One of them is: merchants play a key role in the 

performance of Ek-shop platform. Ek-shop itself does not sell any product rather it is connected with 

some local e-commerce companies and or platforms like ajkerdeal, Bagdoom, Kiksha, PharmaQuik, 

Rakamari, Click & Grab, PriyoShop and so on that sell a wide range of products through their online 

portals. This study finds that these merchants prefer to sell through Ek-shop as rural people rely on it 

more compared to other online sellers. However, the merchants indicated that it is not that much 

profitable to do business through Ek-shop compared to the initial phase of Ek-shop. The main reason 

identified for such  decline can partly be attributed to the widening service range of UDC operators.  

Moreover, the merchants opine that UDC agents are greedy for their commission and are reluctant to 

clarify quality of the products to the potential customers which hamper the Ek-shop performance. 

Merchants also show their concern on the delivery speed of the Ek-shop listed logistics partners.  

 

The study finds the delivery tracking system of the Ek-shop platform as user friendly. Upon placing 

order from any UDC, Ek-Shop creates an order number. Using this number, UDC can track from their 

panel but not from the merchants’ site. When the logistic partner delivers the product to the hub, both 

logistic partner and the merchant can call the UDC. UDC also has the contact number of pickup agents. 

Thus, the process doesn’t create problem. However, problem arises when the UDC operator doesn’t 

reply the phone call.  This is identified in the study that UDC doesn’t remain in his site during business 

hours. This resembles a sign of unprofessionalism on the part of the UDC entrepreneur.  

 

 

Logistic providers play an important role in the Ek-shop ecosystem, but their role in providing this 

service is different than other online businesses. This is because, Ek-shop outsourced the logistic 

providers to serve rural customers through the UDCs located all over rural Bangladesh, some of which 

are not easy to commute. The main challenges faced by the Ek-shop logistic provider as identified in 

the study are: remote location of the UDCs, insufficient number of delivery van, high turn-over of 

deliverymen, traffic congestion etc.  

 

The contribution of this study lies in the fact that no study has been done so far that investigates how 

the unique e-business platform, Ek-shop is performing since its inception by delivering goods to rural 

customers of Bangladesh. The constrains and challenges faced by the platform are discussed in detail 

as identified by the actors of the platform. Ways to overcome these challenges are also recommended 

in the study. Overall, this study provides a snapshot of- first, how Ek-shop is currently creating value 

for the rural customers along with related stakeholders and second, how the value creation process can 

be enhanced and expedited.   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Study Background 

Access to Information (a2i) is a UNDP and USAID-supported access to information programme which 

initially was run from the Prime Minister’s Office of Bangladesh. Now the programme is running under 

the umbrella of the Information and Communication Technology Division, People’s Republic of 

Bangladesh. The aspiration of the programme is to create an innovation ecosystem with specific 

reference to digital media so that the citizens of Bangladesh can enjoy an improved lifestyle. Ek-shop is 

one of such initiatives among many initiatives of the programme. Ek-shop is supposed to offer an one 

stop shopping solution by using digital platform primarily for the rural people. It is still in the beginning 

years of its operation and rapidly getting popular among the rural inhabitants of Bangladesh. To increase 

the reach, frequency and impact of this platform an assessment of the platform with specific reference 

to issues relating to participants’ access, governance, interaction and constraints is deemed crucial. This 

research is an effort to serve this end. It is indicated earlier that the a2i program of the Prime Minister’s 

Office, Peoples’ Republic of Bangladesh with support from UNDP and USAID was started in 2007. 

The objectives of this program were primarily to increase transparency, improve governance and public 

services and reduce inefficiencies in government service delivery to the under-served communities in 

Bangladesh. The project successfully illustrated that, if used correctly, information and communication 

technology (ICT) can be a powerful tool to empower populations by reducing costs, corruption and 

inefficiencies and improving quality, transparency and promoting access to government services. It can 

lead to enhanced transparency, as processes are re-engineered to be “e-deliverable”. Transparency 

makes management and delivery processes more straightforward resulting in less reliance on traditional 

middlemen those generally enjoy more return compared to the value that they create for the entire value 

chain. In simple terms, electronic services (“e-services”) bring government service delivery closer to 

citizens resulting increased cost effectiveness and decreased delivery time. 

 

The National Portal of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh is designed by a2i which includes all Union 

Parishads (Union Councils), Upazilas (sub-districts), Zilas (districts), Divisions, Departments and 

Ministries with more than 25000 websites of government organizations and 175+ e-services. In addition 

to this mammoth task, this portal is also aiming to incorporate an e-commerce market place named ‘Ek-

Shop’ where the e-commerce sites of Bangladesh will be registered so that buyers can shop online in a 

trusted environment. This online marketplace will facilitate transaction between the merchants and the 

customers. However, the key difference between a traditional e-commerce market place and Ek-Shop 

is — Ek-Shop’s target group is the underserved rural community of Bangladesh. Since rural people 
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generally does not have adequate computer literacy, have limited access to internet and other digital 

facilities, Ek-Shop offers an unique opportunity to avail e-commerce services by these underprivileged 

group via the entrepreneurs of Union Digital Centers (UDC). Ek-Shop is thus an integrated e-

commerce market place run through an “assisted model” (i.e., buyers and sellers get assistance from 

entrepreneurs) targeting mainly the rural communities of Bangladesh. The key objectives of this 

platform are: (i) expanding e-commerce to the rural areas; (ii) patronizing rural producers to sell 

products nationally and internationally; (iii) developing a nationwide and trusted e-commerce supply 

chain. 

 

Ek-Shop has already been launched in February 2018 and already received substantial attention from 

the target customers. At this early age of the platform, only the entrepreneurs of UDCs can access to 

the e-commerce marketplace to transact on behalf of the consumers. Ek-Shop is expected to broaden 

its scope in future. So far it has a flying start, accepted rapidly by the rural inhabitants of Bangladesh. 

However, in terms of the volume, value of transactions and transactions relating to big-ticket items on 

the platform, the performance is yet to be at par with the other successful platforms operating in 

Bangladesh. Ek-shop is still in the testing phase in relation to its business model and continuously trying 

to fill the vacuum in its business model. Research based insights is fundamental to do such structural 

improvements. The successful implementation of the research insights will certainly reduce the 

constraints faced by the network participants’ relating to access, governance, and interaction. This will 

eventually increase the compatibility of the platform in relation to other competing platforms.    

 

1.2 Objectives and Significance of the Study 

The broad objective of this study is to examine the performance of Ek-shop platform with specific 

reference to suppliers, customers and logistics services providers. In particular this study aspires to fulfill 

the following research objectives: 

 

i. Assess the performance of the platform from the perspective of suppliers, logistics 

services providers, and customers. 

ii. Identify key bottlenecks/challenges of the interactions among the participants. 

iii. Recommend strategies for efficient functioning of the platform. 

Given the significant effect of the Ek-shop platform for the Bangladesh economy and society, it is both 

timely and important to investigate the level of performance achieved by this platform. The contribution 

of the research lies in the fact that no study has been done so far that investigates the post-
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implementation of this project to evaluate its performance from its major shareholders’ perspective. 

Moreover, generally there is a dearth of studies on online shopping platforms of Bangladesh.  

1.3 Literature Review    

It is proposed in prior research that a business web (b-web) consists of five categories of value 

contributors: partner networks of producers, suppliers, service providers, customers, and infrastructure 

companies linked through digital channels (Tapscott et al. 2000). However, recent research suggests 

that there are four major players/participants in a platform ecosystem (Marshall et al., 2016). The 

participants are: Owners, Providers, Suppliers and Customers. Owner is the controller of platform 

intellectual property and has the sole authority to decide who may participate in the platform and in 

what ways. Providers are the interfaces for the platform for example, mobile devices are providers on 

Android. Suppliers are the entities those offer their products in the platform and Customers are the buyers 

or users of the offerings of the platform. In addition to these four major players there are other players 

those facilitate in the smooth operation of the platform for example, logistics services provider, financial 

services provider, communication services provider.  

 

All the four primary players coupled with the services provided by the facilitators jointly create value 

for the platform. If any of them does not perform their value additive role efficiently and effectively, 

the value creation process of the entire platform ecosystem suffers. For the purpose of this research 

prior research relating to these four network participants are consulted. The literature relating to owners 

and providers are beyond the scope of this research therefore only suppliers and customer related prior 

research is presented in the following. Among the facilitators only logistics services provider related 

literature is consulted considering the present scope of the research.  

 

1.3.1 Suppliers: An indispensable part of the platform business 

In this world of internet and networks platform is an essential contributor of survival of companies and 

the partners of their value chain therefore it is now a must keyword for companies irrespective of their 

size (Gawer and Cusumano, 2002; Cusumano, 2010; Kim, 2014). In addition to private companies now 

individuals and governments are also the participating entities in the platforms (Kim, 2015). The digital 

platforms are multisided digital frameworks that shape and mould the terms and conditions on which 

the network participants interact with one another (Kenney and Zysman, 2016). These digital platforms 

offer both economies of scale and economies of scope for suppliers and or producers to a significant 

extent when compared to the products and services offered at the traditional pipeline-based businesses. 

Suppliers had to employ significant amount of hard and soft resources to convince the regular pipeline- 

based retailer to carry their products in their store. The competition among the suppliers was intense to 
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get a desired shelf space at a preferred retailer’s store. This seems to be an old day’s story due to the 

revolution brought by digital platforms in business today for each and every type of products and 

services offered to the market. 

 

Competitive advantages in general can only be achieved by adopting an inter-organizational value chain 

that includes suppliers located at the rear side of an organization and consumers located at the front 

side, which allows these stakeholders to be linked in a mega process. The mega process in particular 

includes the company’s o w n  value chain, the rear-side service/product suppliers’ value chain, and 

the front-side channel participants’ value chain (distributor, purchaser, and consumer). Digital 

platform-based businesses create a two-sided market environment to allow multiple groups such as 

suppliers and consumers to participate in order to exchange the values that each group desires to obtain 

through fair ‘transactions’. These transactions generate ‘network effect’ because transactions in two-

sided markets create value by facilitating interactions between the different sides (Parker and Van 

Alstyne, 2005, Eisenmann et al., 2006). This also expands the value chain by not only increasing the 

number of suppliers and consumers, but also substantially reducing process, inventory, and transaction 

costs. Sharing information in real-time and maximizing synergies through cooperation between the 

related entities including suppliers is one of the reasons for the substantial reduction of costs (Kim, 

2015). On the other hand, it has now become impossible to gain competitive advantage only by 

expanding networks and intensifying competition, leveraging inter-organizational value chains that 

cover not only suppliers but also end-users is a must to achieve competitive advantage. The means to 

encourage the value network participation by suppliers and end-users as well as how to create value thus 

become a key research topic in the innovation research domain (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002, 

Boudreau and Lakhani, 2012). 

 
Low price and presence at the digital arena were initially thought to be the drivers of success of suppliers 

at the web however service quality is increasingly presumed to be the key to success at the digital world 

(Parasuraman et al. 2005). Prior academic and business evidence suggests that there exists a dearth of 

delivering adequate service quality at the web (Ahmad 2002; Lennon and Harris 2002). Suppliers at the 

platform business in order to deliver superior service quality must have the understanding of the 

customers’ perception and evaluation of services provided by them. In a platform business the suppliers 

themselves are the customers of the platform as there are many competing platform businesses where 

they can offer their products or services. Therefore, the supplier’s perceptions of the service quality 

provided by the platform to them also need to be investigated.   
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1.3.2 Customers: The reason for the business 

Electronic commerce platform’s performance from customers’ perspective has been studied extensively 

by many researchers focusing mainly on its utilitarian attributes. A thorough review of literature reveals 

a number of factors associated with customers’ perception of performance of e-commerce marketplace 

(mentioned as platform in our proposal). The quality of websites is found to be the vital factor for 

customer’s satisfaction in e-commerce purchase. They assess the performance of the e-commerce 

marketplace positively if they are satisfied with overall quality of the website of the marketplace. Prior 

research measure website quality in terms of content quality, website design, reliability, privacy/ security, 

and customer service (lee. et al., 2008; Keating et al., 2002; Kim, 2011), information quality, system 

quality, and service quality (Teo et al, 2008). Other factors such as trust, perceived usefulness, waiting 

time, uncertainty, search cost, user feedback, and personalized product recommendations have 

identified as the dominant forces influencing customers’ assessment of e-commerce marketplace 

thereby affecting their satisfaction in online purchase.  

 

Past studies suggest that consumers may be hesitant about buying something without touching or 

feeling it because of quality certainty issues (Figueriredo, 2000; Bhatnagar et al., 2000). Researchers find 

that uncertainty-seller uncertainty and product uncertainty (Pavlou et al, 2007) in online shopping affects 

customers’ perception of the performance of the e-commerce platform, and therefore investigate what 

factors can reduce uncertainty in online environment. Seller uncertainty can be reduced by trust building 

(e.g. Gefen et al. 2003; Pavlou, 2003), seller focused online reputation system (e.g. Dellarocas, 2003), 

feedback rating (e.g. Ba et al., 2003, Dewan and Hsu, 2004). By conducting a study on online used car 

market, Dimoka et al. (2012) find that diagnosticity of product description (visual, textual and 

multimedia) and third-party product assurance (inspection, history report and warranty) can reduce 

product uncertainty specially for online used car markets. Lou et al. (2012) also investigates the role of 

product uncertainty and retailer’s visibility in online consumers’ post purchase evaluations.  

 

Search cost has been well established as important force driving customer satisfaction in online 

shopping behavior. When customers need to provide more cost, effort and time, they feel less pleased 

to buy through online. Thus, reduced search costs to acquire product and price information from a vast 

number of alternatives (Bakos, 1997; He and Chen, 2006) affect consumers’ online purchase decision. 

It also allows consumers to reduce the processing effort required to find and evaluate the alternatives 

(Alba et al., 1997). Bakos (1997) examines the role of buyer search costs in electronic marketplace with 

differentiated products. The researcher argues that as electronic marketplaces make the distribution of 

price and product information more efficiently, it reduces buyers’ search costs.  With reduced search 
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costs, buyers can find many product offerings and can buy the one best serving their requirements, 

resulting in positive assessment of the performance of the marketplace. 

 

Kuruzovich et al. (2008) examines the impact of price and product information found in the 

marketspace, and information retrieval from online information sources (OISs) on online search 

satisfaction. The study uses a large data set of more than 16,000 new vehicle purchasers who used OISs 

as part of their automobile purchase process. The finding suggests that greater fit between the 

information needs and information retrieval create more value for customers in terms of online search 

satisfaction and lowered need for physical search. Thus, the information provisioning systems of OISs 

facilitate transition between the market space and the marketplace and stimulate customers to purchase 

in electronic marketplace. 

 

Like brick-and-mortar business, e-commerce too is affected by long waiting time, developing online 

customer stress, frustration and negative attitudes. This ultimately results in purchase abandonment and 

customer switching behavior. Researchers, such as Lee et al. (2012) finds that when customers are 

waiting online, they develop positive affective evaluations of the website if its interface is equipped with 

various visual cues. This filler helps shift users’ attention away from the waiting itself and contributes 

to the perception that time interval is filled, create a feeling of engagement in the interaction with the 

filler and temporal separation from wait. Moreover, the enjoyment derived from filler interface designs 

also helps develop positive assessment of a web site performance and intentions to use the web site. 

 

Trust is identified as one of the significant enablers of e-commerce and e-loyalty (Carter and Belanger, 

2005; Teo et al., 2008). Chiou and Droge (2006) and Lee and Wu (2011) proposes that e-trust has strong 

effect on e-service quality and e-service satisfaction. Chen (2009) and Hsu (2012) also provide evidence 

that e-service satisfaction is greater among the customers who trust the service more. A study conducted 

on Pakistani e-commerce customers, Mazhar et al. (2012) found that customers’ perceptions of e-trust 

influences online transactions, whereas vendor trustworthiness influences their purchase and 

repurchase intention. Hallikainen and Laukkanen (2018) studied the influence of national culture on e-

commerce trust and found that national culture greatly affects consumer’s general disposition to trust. 

Again, this disposition to trust is a significant predictor of the users’ perceived trustworthiness of an 

online store.  

 

Information security is always an inevitable challenge in online environment. Customers value the e-

commerce platform that keeps their information secure and recognize the platform as reliable and 

trustworthy (Sharma and Wang, 2014). Thus, security increases their likelihood of forming positive 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0268401217303225#!
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perception of the platforms performance and be willing to use it. Some studies suggest that platform 

generated personalized recommendation impacts on the customers’ perception of product quality, 

product complexity and reducing category risk and increasing customer knowledge about the product. 

Zhang (2011) observes that personalized product recommendation (PPRs) service of e-commerce 

platform reinforce consumers repurchase intention by reducing consumer product screening cost and 

improving consumer decision-making quality. Other studies such as Ba and Pavlou (2002); Dewan and 

Hsu (2004); Pavlou and Dimoka (2006) show that higher level customers’ recommendation will help 

mitigate uncertainty for both product quality and service reliability.  

 

1.3.3 Logistics: The physical carrier of platform products 

Logistics providers plays an important role by facilitating the interaction between supplier and 

customers be that online shopping or in traditional brick-and-mortar business model (Kersten & Koch 

2010). If logistics partners of an online shopping platform cannot facilitate this, then the entire online 

platform collapses in proving quality services.  Considering the importance of this, literature on logistics 

in e-commerce has developed a lot in the recent past years and many performance indicators have been 

developed and used for measuring the performance of online platforms’ logistics providers.   

 

Quin (2016), for example uses five dimensions to evaluate the logistic service of an online shopping 

platform: transparency, reliability, completeness, timeliness and economy. By transparency he indicates 

the tracking system and related information of the logistic service. Reliability means delivering the goods 

through credible logistic providers with consistence performance. By completeness, the author means 

providing the complete logistic services that customers want. Timeliness indicates on time delivery of 

the goods to the customers and economy means cost-effective logistic services to the customers.  Juga 

et al (2010) proposes a similar but a reduced three-dimension scale for evaluating the service quality of 

a logistic services provider. These are: operational service quality, personal quality and technical quality. 

Table 1 details the three dimensions: 

 
Bienstock et al. (1997) proposes a three-dimensional scale: timeliness, availability, and condition. Rafele 

(2004) also proposes a three-dimensional measure: tangible components, ways of fulfillment and 

information actions. Grant (2004) proposes a four-dimensional measure: pre‐order and order service 

and quality, relationship service and relationship quality. 
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Table1.1: Logistics service quality measurement dimensions 
 

Operational Quality   

      Schedule Ability to keep schedule 

      Quick Ability to offer service promptly 

      Capacity Ability to provide sufficient capacity 

Personal Service   

     Service Service mildness of the personnel 

       Contact Accessibility of the personnel 

        Expert Expertise of the personnel 

Technical Service   

        Physical Technical quality of physical resources 

        IT level  Technical quality of information systems 

        IT flow  Problem free electronic communication 

    
 

Though past studies have identified, developed and used different performance evaluation matrices of 

logistics services providers of an online shopping business, there are several commonalities among 

these  – whether the logistic service provider delivers orders when promised;  whether logistic service 

providers quickly deliver what is ordered; whether the logistic tracking system is accurate and reliable; 

logistic service providers handles goods with care or not and whether the logistic personnel are 

providing good services or not. 

 

1.4 Methodology 

This research used mixed method that means both qualitative and quantitative approaches. Although 

there exist measurement items from prior studies those are used to measure the performance of a 

platform-based e-commerce business, the contextual difference restricts us to adopt those measures at 

its current form. Therefore, qualitative approach was used first to assess the suitability of existing 

measures as well as to explore new measurement items those tap the contextual differences. The 

qualitative insights as achieved were used as complements to the quantitative approach by supplying 

relevant measurement items those includes: validated existing measures and new measures as came up 

from the qualitative section of the study. Besides, secondary data were generated from the business 

transactions of Ek-Shop and were examined to analyze the pattern and performance of the platform. 

 

1.4.1 Study Participants 

To measure the performance of a platform ideally all primary network participants’ value creation 

activities/process has to be tracked and assessed. However, this research has primarily focused on 

assessing the value creation process of suppliers and the customers to see whether these participants 

are able to create value seamlessly for the ‘Ek-Shop’ e-commerce platform. It has further assessed the 
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performance of the logistics services providers and entrepreneurs in terms of these two participants 

value additive role for the platforms.  

 

A mix of focus group discussion (FGD) and in-depth interviews with each of the mentioned network 

participants and a survey of the Union Digital Centres (UDC) operators/entrepreneurs and final 

customers were conducted to get insight on the perceived performance of the platform.  The sampling 

technique of the above approach was primarily based on convenience sampling.  

 

1.4.2 Study Protocol and Questionnaire 

Semi-structured protocol for FGD and in-depth interview was designed while a structured 

questionnaire was developed for the survey. A cross-sectional survey (used to gather information on a 

population at a single point in time) on UDC operators/entrepreneurs and on customers have been 

employed to assess the performance of the platform. The constructs/metrics (presented in the 

following) employed in this research were measured by using multi-item scales. 

 

1.4.3 Constructs and Instruments 

This study utilizes an instrument that is adapted from E-S-QUAL and E-RecS-QUAL scale 

(Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Malhotra (2005). From these two scales seven dimensions namely 

efficiency, fulfillment, system availability, privacy, responsiveness, compensation and contact are 

accommodated in the FGD and interview protocol and survey questionnaire.  

 

Efficiency - The efficiency dimension explores the respondents’ perception relating to the ease and speed 

of accessing and using the platform.  

 

Fulfillment - The fulfillment dimension investigates the extent to which the platforms’ promises about 

delivery and item availability are fulfilled.  

 

System availability- This dimension of platform system availability demonstrates whether the platform is 

technically sound or not.  

 

Privacy - The privacy dimension assesses the degree to which the platform is safe and protects customer 

information.  
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Responsiveness - This dimension assesses the extent to which effective handling of problems and returns 

through the platform is in place or not.  

 

Compensation - This dimension resonates the degree to which the platform compensates customers for 

problems.  

 

Contact- The contact dimension assesses the platform in terms of the availability of assistance through 

telephone or online representatives.  

 

To assess the logistic providers’ performance, Juga et al.’s (2010) three-dimensional scale for evaluating 

the service quality of a logistic services provider is used in this study. These are: operational service 

quality, personal quality and technical quality. 

 

1.5 Data Collection and Analysis  

For data collection purpose, we used focus group discussion (FGD), key informant interview (KII) and 

survey. Altogether two FGDs were conducted with three different stakeholders namely UDC 

entrepreneurs, and Ek-shop merchants. The two FGDs were recorded in an audio device and the 

recorded output were then transcribed. The researchers prepared a discussion guide for the FGDs. The 

ideal size of the focus group is six to ten people. If the group is too small, one or two members may 

intimidate the others. Groups that are too large may not allow for adequate participation by each group 

member (Zickmund, 2010).  The first FGD were done with 11 UDC owners and the other one with 7 

participants from Ek-shop merchants. As shown in the analytical framework, logistic partners cannot 

do their job in isolation in the system; their performance depends on the other two partners i.e UDCs 

and merchants. Therefore, to get insight on the logistic partner’s performance, FGDs were conducted 

with entrepreneurs of the UDC and merchants. 

 

A KII with one logistic company manager working for Ek-shop platform was conducted. The in-depth 

face-to-face interview was conducted to investigate about the research questions of the study.  

Interviews were semi-structured in nature. Therefore, questions including tentative follow up questions 

were prepared in advance, and adjustments were done as the situation arises during the interview. 

Interviews were digitally recorded with the permission of the interviewee. The recordings were then 

transcribed and analyzed. A detailed interview protocol was prepared to ensure that appropriate 

processes are followed in regards to digital recording, written consent, assurance of confidentiality, and 

so on. The interview took approximately one hour and participant was asked questions about their 
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experiences and knowledge of providing logistic services to Ek-shop customers. Before the interview 

participant was briefed that there is no perceived risk associated with participation in this interview.  

Furthermore, participants had the right to withdraw partially or completely at any time or to refuse to 

answer any individual or further questions. The interview was conducted at a time and location 

convenient to the participant.   

 

Two surveys were administered: an online survey with UDC operators and a telephonic survey with 

UDC customers. An online survey instrument was provided to 145 UDC entrepreneurs. Although UDC 

entrepreneurs by profession has online presence, their response rate was very low and slow. With 

repeated attempts and reminder through the controlling authority of UDC at a2i, 145 UDC operators’ 

participation in the survey from across the country was ensured. 16 customers were approached for a 

telephone survey; however six gave their consent for the final interview.  a2i facilitated FGD and survey 

process.  

1.6 Profile of the Study Participants  

This section presents summary of participants who took part in the FGD, online survey and telephone 

survey. In the FGD, three types of stakeholders took part including UDC operators, logistic partners, 

and merchants. Online survey was conducted with UDC operators while telephone survey was done 

with the final consumers who orders through UDCs.  

1.6.1 Profile of the UDC Entrepreneurs  

Four variables namely gender, age, education, and profession of the UDC operators are presented in 

the following tables. It appears that 93.8 percent of the participants were male and the remaining 6.2 

percent were female. Thus, the rate of female participation in running UDC is quite low.  

                                   Table 1.2: Gender Distribution of the UDC Operators 

Gender Frequency  Percent 

 Male 136  93.8 

Female 9  6.2 

Total 145  100.0 

 
 

     Table 1.3: Distribution of UDC Operators by Age 

Age range Frequency Percent 

 21 – 30 97 66.9 

31 – 40 41 28.3 

41 – 50 5 3.4 

Less than 20 2 1.4 

Total 145 100.0 
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Table 1.4: Level of Education of the UDC Operators 

Level of Education Frequency Percent 

 Diploma 1 .7 

Honours 46 31.7 

HSC or equal 65 44.8 

JSC or Less 1 .7 

Masters or equal 32 22.1 

Total 145 100.0 

                  
  Table 1.5: Distribution of the UDC Operators by Profession 

Profession Frequency Percent 

 Businessman 127 87.6 

Entrepreneur 1 0.7 

Farmer 1 0.7 

House Wife 1 0.7 

Job Holder 10 6.9 

Student 5 3.4 

Total 145 100.0 

 

1.6.2 Profile of the Merchants  

 

In the FGD with merchants, seven participants from five partner firms attended. The participants 

came from the following merchants.  

      
 Table 1.6: Online Merchants 

 Name of the suppliers 

1 Ajker Deal 

2 Pharmaquick.com 

3 Dinratri.com 

4 Prioshop.com 

5 Bagdoom.com 

 
                                            

 Table 1.7: Gender Distribution of the FGD Participants 

Gender Frequency Percent 

 Male 5 93.8 

Female 2 6.2 

Total 7 100.0 

 
 

The participant from the logistic partners was a male employee of Pathao. Pathao is one of the 
logistics services partners of the platform.   
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CHAPTER 2: THE BUSINESS MODEL OF EK-SHOP 

 

2.1 Actors of the Business Model 

The Ek-shop business platform is build around a e-business model which is unique in the world. It 

provides e-business services to the rural people through about 5000 Union Digital Centers (UDCs) 

across all over rural Bangladesh. Unlike the traditional e-business where customers places order to 

merchants, in Ek-shop model the UDC places order on behalf of the rural customers through the Ek-

shop online platform to merchants. This helps the rural people to get e-business services who do not 

have internet access, internet literacy and consume goods which are not available in the rural areas. 

Goods are also delivered to these UDC by the logistic partners and the UDC collect the payments from 

the customers before handing over the goods.  

 

 

Figure 2.1: The Ek-shop Platform Players 
 

2.2 Merchants: from whom goods are received for delivery   

Ek-shop itself does not sell any product; it is connected with e-commerce companies and or platforms 

of the country that sells a wide range of products. The prominent companies are areajkerdeal, Bagdoom, 

Kiksha, PharmaQuik, Rakamari, Click & Grab, PriyoShop and so on. The UDCs place order to these 

online merchants on behalf of rural customers. The logistic services providers receive goods from these 

merchants and deliver to the UDCs; the customers pick-up the goods from the UDCs. Following is a 

brief description of some of these merchants.  

2.2.1 Rokomari.com:   

Rokomari.com is one of the online businesses in Bangladesh for purchasing books of different types 

of readers. It has been selling books online since 2012 and they have their own home delivery system 

Ek-shop merchants

process the order and 
deliver the goods to logistic 

providers 

UDCs 

Receive goods and 
handover to the customers

Logistic 

Receive goods from 
merchants and deliver that 

to the UDCs 
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in Dhaka, Chittagong, and Rangpur. Apart from books, it also sells electronics and accessories. It 

supplies great deals in books and electronics products. They are also offering the customers the facility 

of using different payment options such as: cash on delivery, payment through cards like MasterCard, 

VISA card, Bkash, and DBBL. 

 

2.2.2 Daraz:  

Daraz is one of the popular online shopping sites with a wide variety of electronics, fashion and home 

appliances products. This has become one of the most popular online sites for shopping in Bangladesh. 

Daraz started their journey in March, 2015 in Bangladesh.  According to Daraz, they offer a great deal 

of discounts, installment facilities and warranty which has created loyalty for Daraz in many customers 

in Bangladesh. It has several payment options including VISA card, bkash payment and cash on delivery. 

Daraz also claims that it has 100% authentic product collection (daraz.com.bd). 

2.2.3: Ajkerdeal:  

With a massive arrangement of daily basic requirement of products, ajkerdeal is also one of the famous 

websites in online shopping in Bangladesh. It has the uniqueness in updating offers. Like many other 

online businesses, it also has the payment system of cash on delivery, paying through bkash and other 

mobile banking systems and through MasterCard and VISA credit cards. 

2.2.4 Pickaboo: 

Pickaboo is another online business site for online shopping. It offers 100% reliable different types of 

products and brand warranty at great prices. It offers EMI payment options, along with other credit 

card and mobile payment systems. Besides, it claims that it has convenient return policy for any of their 

products. 

2.2.5 PriyoShop:  

PriyoShop is one of the most reliable online shops in Bangladesh for a huge option of clothing, 

footwear, jewelry, accessories, electronics, appliance, books, restaurants, health & beauty products etc. 

It is one of the popular online business solutions giving online sites for shopping in Bangladesh starting 

in 2013(priyoshop.com). Having all the necessary facilities of an ideal online business site, it became 

one of the top predominant online business sites of Bangladesh.  

2.3 Logistic Providers: those who deliver goods  
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To facilitate the operation of Ek-shop platform four logistic partner organization provide logistics 

related support. Apart from the government’s Postal Services Division currently three other private 

logistic partners are serving the rural customers of Bangladesh. Some brief information about these 

partner organizations are given below. 

2.3.1 Pathao 

Pathao, a Bengali word meaning "send it", is a Bangladeshi ride sharing company and its head-quarter 

is located in Dhaka. It operates services in three main cities of Bangladesh: Dhaka, Chittagong, and 

Sylhet along with several suburbs of Dhaka and Chittagong. Apart from ride-sharing services, it has 

already put its footstep in e-commerce logistic service provider, courier and food delivery services. 

Pathao was established back in the mid of 2015. It actually brought significant changes in the 

transportation industry of the country. Pathao currently has a fleet of 50,000 bikes and the company is 

valued over $100 million as of April 2018 (Nawaz, 2019).  Now it is expanding its business on e-business 

platforms as one of the major logistic partners of Ek-shop. To ensure the logistics support throughout 

the country, Pathao has collaboration with other renowned courier service companies, for example, 

Sundarban Courier Service and other companies.   

 

2.3.2 eCourier   

This is another Ek-shop logistic partner. eCourier has the uniqueness in using bicycle-based courier 

service. eCourier delivers documents or files as well as small parcels of the clients. It’s an E-commerce 

based venture but it serves non e-commerce customers as well (Ecourier.com.bd, 2019). The premium 

feature which has placed the company in a very unique place is the online tracking system which enables 

customers to locate his/her products' present location through android apps, or the website or via text 

messaging during transferring. Not only that they have come up with a new feature which is called as 

“same day delivery” that infers one will get his or her desired products in the same day. On the other 

hand, it also has door to door service to deliver products at the customers’ desired location, mainly the 

Ek-shops rural customers who are still out of internet service. 

 

2.3.3 Paperfly: 

Paperfly is debatably the only ecommerce logistics support company which ensures Door to Door 

delivery and Cash on Delivery service of e-commerce products in all 64 districts of the country 

(Paperfly.com.bd, 2019). It’s definitely a bold step from a new start-up to activate new customers in the 

remote areas of the country. This step will help to expand the market of the e-commerce businesses 

also as people of the rural areas sometimes find it difficult to get their desired products through e-
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commerce businesses due to lack of proper logistics support. This step has made the venture eligible 

for working with the Ek Shop platform of the government. The startup hit the market in 2017 but 

within a very short period of time received tremendous response from the market. Their dedicated 

effort to ensure e-commerce service to the person living in the furthest corner of the country is a perfect 

fit for the country’s digital Bangladesh campaign.  

 

2.3.4 Government Post Offices 

Apart from the above three logistic partners, Bangladesh Post Office is also promoting the Ek Shop 

initiative of the government. Since the hi-tech information system has almost replaced the traditional 

mailing system the government is also modernizing this department. To keep pace with the change now 

the post offices are also helping the rural people by delivering e-business products.  

 

The logistics providers are playing the role of the bridge between the customers and the e-businesses. 

It might be considered as the most crucial part of the whole system. The success of the entire e-business 

system largely depends on proper execution of this service.  

 

 

2.4 UDCs: Where goods are delivered  

Union Digital Centres (UDCs) are one-stop shops serving rural citizens. These UDCs place order on 

behalf of rural customers through Ek-shop online platform. Goods are also delivered to these UDCs 

and the UDCs collect the payments from the customers before handing over the goods. UDCs get a 

certain percentage of commission for providing this service. Currently there are about 5000 UDCs in 

the union councils which are the lowest tier of local government in Bangladesh. The first UDC (then 

called Union Information Service Centres) was started in 2009. It was renamed as Union Digital Centre 

in 2014. These centres are normally setup at convenient locations of the rural people and are run by 

rural entrepreneurs.  

 

Apart from the online shopping service UDCs also provide birth registration, death registration, 

passport application, internet browsing, job searching, citizenship certificates, utility bill payment, and 

disbursement of government subsidy services to the elderly people. People can pay passport fees 

through UDCs and can receive foreign remittance sent by relatives through these UDCs.  Initially UDC 

used to provide about 20 services; now people can enjoy around 150 types of services including online 

shopping through Ek-shop platform.  
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CHAPTER 3: PERFORMANCE OF THE PLATFORM 
 
 

3.1 Perspective of Merchants/Suppliers 
 

Suppliers or merchants constitute the central pillar of the Ek-shop platform. As indicated earlier Ek-

shop does not sell any product itself rather it is connected with some local e-commerce companies like 

ajkerdeal, Bagdoom, Kiksha, PharmaQuik, Rakamari, Click & Grab, PriyoShop that sell a wide range of 

products through their online portals. In the brick and mortar business model of Ek-shop, the 

merchants process the order and deliver the goods to logistic providers. Rural customers visit the UDCs 

and place orders to these online merchants. After receiving orders, the merchants handover the items 

to the logistic service providers / couriers who in-turn deliver the parcel to UDCs. In the final stage, 

the customers collect the goods from the UDCs. In order to assess the performance of Ek-shop 

platform, this study has integrated the views of the suppliers by having a FGD with them.  

 

In the FGD with seven managerial level participants including five male and two females from five 

merchants as mentioned in the earlier section, the participants underscored that their experience with 

Ek-shop is satisfactory but they also stated that Ek-ship is not as efficient as the platforms owned by 

the merchants themselves.  When the sales intention of the merchants using the Ek-shop platform was 

investigated, it was reported that they (merchants) prefer to sell through Ek-shop as rural people rely 

on it more compared to other online sellers. In the words of one participant: 

 

“we prefer Ek-Shop for selling our products rather than direct selling. Because e-commerce sites still suffer from 

lack of trust to the people in villages”. 

 

Although it is not that much profitable to do business through Ek-shop, this platform is familiar to the 

mass people in the rural areas of Bangladesh. As a result, a larger geographic coverage is possible 

through Ek-Shop. Earlier business transactions through Ek-shop were more than at the present time. 

According to the merchants, the main reason for such a decline can partly be attributed to widening the 

service range of the UDC operators and hence they concentrate less on the selling of online products. 

  

Merchants opine that delivery speed of the Ek-shop listed logistics partners is slow and UDC operators 

take long time to acknowledge some issues raised by the merchants upon receiving an order. UDC 

agents are greedy for their commission and are reluctant to clarify quality of the products to the potential 

customers. UDC operators have less focus on customer satisfaction. Repurchase by the same customer 

through Ek-shop is still low. Nonetheless, Ek-shop promotes brand equity of the merchants through 
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positive review of the buyers that also increases company image and widens business prospect. In 

essence, Ek-shop is beneficial not for the rural customers but also help to familiarize the online 

merchants. 

 

While assessing the usefulness of the order tracking, the merchants argue that tracking is user friendly. 

Ek-Shop gives a tracking facility. Upon placing order from any UDC, Ek-Shop creates an order number. 

Using this number, UDC can track from their panel but not from the merchants’ site. When the courier 

delivers the product to the hub, both courier and the merchant can call the UDC. UDC also has the 

contact number of pickup agents. Thus, the process doesn’t create problem. However, the problem 

arises when the UDC operator doesn’t reply the phone call. UDC doesn’t remain in his site all the time. 

Basically, there is an issue of lack of professionalism. Courier calls the agent informing that he is coming 

to deliver a parcel. After that the agent doesn’t receive phone calls. He doesn’t take his responsibility 

properly. This makes the logistic partners disappointed.  

 

While inquiring into the satisfaction of the merchants regarding handling customer complaints, they 

expressed dissatisfaction as in most cases merchants had to pay the price. Merchants deliver the goods 

as per the specification of the delivery but it is difficult to determine who is at fault for any cancellation 

of orders or missing any item in the package. This is echoed in the statement of one of the merchants 

in the FGD: 

  

“While delivering a computer monitor, we received a complaint from UDC that monitor’s 
cable was missing. But we sent an intact product. Then in the next order, we checked the 
intact product and sent to the UDC and he complained that the product is not intact. Under 
these circumstance, what should we do?” 

  

Regarding the operational smoothness of the platform, merchants did not share a positive view. They 

expressed real time information is not shared by all the parties to a transaction. In fact, the system panels 

are not synchronized and therefore, assigned people are not updated timely. This creates confusion, 

misunderstanding and loss of business. In this regard, Ek-Shop can combine all e-commerce sellers in 

a system to be updated in the same time. For instance, if a merchant sells two units of any item to 

Bagdoom, then it is to be updated across all merchants on that very time. Then the problem of product 

shortage will not likely to arise. 

 

3.2 Perspective of Logistics Services Providers 
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3.2.1 Global Scenario 

Internet has taken customers from traditional market place to virtual market palace.  Online sales of 

companies in the world has been expanding rapidly all over the world than it was predicted earlier. In 

2005, sales via online were predicted to be two percent of all sales at retail level in the next five years in 

Europe but it became more than double i.e. 5 percent in 2010. Online sales growth is in 

commensurations with the growth of internet expansion in a country (Steinfield and Whitten, 1999; 

Swaminathan et al., 1999; Hoffman et al., 1995). Wi-Fi and Board Band connection has created potential 

in online business as people can easily access internet and do online buying and selling very easily; this 

has made life more comfortable than before (Mullaney et al., 2003). Online business creates a new 

marketing channel which causes a paradigm shift in the recent business models and in relationship 

among/between logistics services, merchants and customers (Brooksher, 1999; Karpinski, 1999; 

Copacino, 1997).  

 

3.2.2 Logistics capability and online business performance 

Logistic capability is very fundamental for all online business. Logistics capability is a major variable for 

indicating company’s present and future performance. Past studies show that there is a positive 

relationship between logistics capability and company performance. The higher the logistics capabilities 

of online businesses, the higher the competitive advantage and superior company performance (Zhao 

et al., 2001; Ellinger et al, 2000; Lynch, 1998; Clinton and Closs, 1997; Eckert and Fawcett, 1996; Morash 

et al., 1996; Bowersox and Daugherty, 1995). Logistics capability affects firm performance with regard 

to increasing revenue and reducing cost. Creating differentiation in online market place can only be 

possible if logistics capabilities are adequately utilized (Daugherty et al., 1998; Anderson and Narus, 

1995). Logistics capability affects not only firm performance and company’s competitive advantage but 

also contributes to corporate strategy. Low logistic capabilities can affect e-businesses adversely and 

logistic challenge is one of the main obstacles to overcome for online companies to be successful. (Zhao 

et al., 2001; Ellinger et al., 2000; Lynch, 1998; Eckert and Fawcett, 1996; Morash et al., 1996). 

3.2.3 Logistics Outsourcing  

Logistic outsourcing means using third party logistic companies for delivering products to customers 

rather than delivering it by the merchant itself to resolve issues like cost and time constrains of business 

(Londe and Cooper, 1988). Importance of logistics outsourcing is growing in e-businesses. Logistics 

outsourcing affects firm performance. The term “logistics outsourcing” is often equated with contract 

logistics, third party logistics (3PL), and logistics-services providers.  Research shows that traditional 

logistics activities such as outbound transportation, freight bill auditing, payment, warehousing, inbound 

transportation, and freight consolidation and distribution are the most frequently outsourced services 
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(Lieb, 2002; Langley et al., 1999; Lieb and Randall, 1999). Logistics outsourcing has effect on both 

logistics capability and firm performance. Logistics outsourcing improves company performance by 

joining or contracting third party expertise with the merchant company. Logistics outsourcing helps 

merchant company by engaging third party expertise in the total supply chain. Logistics outsourcing 

operation reduces company operation cost and enhance customer satisfaction (Knemeyer et al., 2003; 

Langley et al., 1999; Lieb and Randall, 1999; Sink and Langley, 1997; Maltz, 1994). And the competence 

of third party expertise can easily differentiate a company from others which helps to get competitive 

advantage in the market (Langley et al., 1999; Sink and Langley, 1997; Maltz, 1994.   

 

 

3.2.4 Performance Measurement of Logistic Services Providers Serving Online 
Businesses 

Considering the importance of this area, literature in this area has enriched a lot in the past years – many 

performance indicators have been developed and used for measuring the performance of e-business 

logistics providers. Quin (2016) for example, uses five dimensions to evaluate the logistic service of an 

online shopping platform: transparency, reliability, completeness, timeliness and economy. By 

transparency he indicates the tracking system and related information of the logistic service. Reliability 

means delivering the goods through credible logistic providers with consistent performance. By 

completeness, the author means providing the complete logistic services that customers want. 

Timeliness indicates on time delivery of the goods to the customers and economy means cost-effective 

logistic services to the customers.  

 

Some researchers have used the traditional omnibus SERVQUAL (Parasuraman et al 1985, 1990; 

Zeithaml et al 1990, 2001) model and its offered five dimensions to study the performance of logistic 

providers i.e. reliability (the ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately); 

responsiveness (the willingness to help customers and to provide prompt service); assurance (the 

knowledge and courtesy of employees and the ability to convey trust and confidence); empathy (the 

provision of caring, individualized attention to customers); tangibles (the appearance of physical 

facilities, equipment, personnel, and communications materials). 

 

Juga et al (2010) proposes a similar but a reduced three-dimension scale for evaluating the service quality 

of a logistic services provider. These are: operational service quality, personal quality and technical 

quality. Table 3.1 details the three dimensions: 

Table 3.1: Logistics service quality measurement [ Juga et al (2010)] 

Operational Quality   
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      Schedule Ability to keep schedule 

      Quick Ability to offer service promptly 

      Capacity Ability to provide sufficient capacity 

Personal Service   

     Service Service mildness of the personnel 

       Contact Accessibility of the personnel 

        Expert Expertise of the personnel 

Technical Service   

        Physical Technical quality of physical resources 

        IT level  Technical quality of information systems 

        IT flow  Problem free electronic communication 

    

3.2.5 Analytical Framework for Assessing the Performance of Ek-shop Logistics Services 
Provider   

This study develops an analytical framework for assessing the logistics services providers’ performance 

borrowing heavily from the three dimensions proposed by Juga et al (2010) to evaluate the performance 

of the logistic partners of Ek-shop. Earlier researchers, for example Bienstock et al. (1997), Grant (2004) 

and Rafele (2004) proposes similar dimensions in their scales but those scales do not cover all the 

dimensions as Juga et al (2010) does and the earlier measures are old measures that does not fit to 

evaluate current days logistic partners of e-business. For example, Bienstock et al (1997) proposes a 

three-dimensional scale: timeliness, availability, and condition. Rafele (2004) also proposes a three-

dimensional measure: tangible components, ways of fulfillment and information actions. Grant (2004) 

proposes four-dimensional measure: pre‐order and order service and quality, relationship service and 

relationship quality.  
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Figure 3.1: Analytical Framework of Assessing the Logistic Providers Performance 

Apart from the Juga et al (2010) dimensions the researchers argue that the Ek-shop logistic providers 

cannot deliver their services in isolation. To provide their service to the end customers they need 

support from the other two major partners i.e. UDCs and merchants. The whole logistic systems 

therefore work like interconnected gear wheels as mentioned in the analytical framework of this study 

(see Figure 3.1). This analytical framework therefore stresses the need for the synchronization among 

all three players of the Ek-shop platform.    

3.2.6 Logistic Service Performance 

 
As mentioned earlier the research questions of the study are investigated through FGDs, KII and 

survey. The insights from the FGDs and KII are analyzed using the analytical framework developed 

above that is based on Juga et al (2010)s logistics services providers’ performance. Insights on the other 

two key players are also assessed around the insights on logistics services providers performance as all 

of them are interrelated and interdependent in the platform ecosystem. The analytical framework 

focuses on three dimensions of logistic service performance i.e. operational quality, personal service 

and technical services and synchronization among the platform players.    

 

Operational Quality  

Though the UDCs are supposed to be located in convenient locations, some of the FGD both from 

UDC entrepreneurs, merchants and KII participants from the logistic service providing companies 

Logistic Partners

i. Operational Quality 

ii. Persoanl Service

iii. Technical Service 
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complain about some of the odd locations of the current UDCs. This causes problem in delivering the 

goods to the UDCs by the logistics services provider. Therefore, sometimes the logistics services 

provider deliver goods to the closest Bazar. This causes delivery failure and inconvenience both for the 

UDCs and logistic providers which impacts the quick delivery and thus affect the operational quality of 

the logistic services providers. The FGD and KII participants opines that if the UDCs were located in 

a convenient location, this problem would not arise and they could improve the operational 

performance.    

 

The result of KII also shows that the communications to the UDCs are sometimes so difficult that 

delivery of big items like refrigerators or air conditioners, which is often ordered by rural areas become 

very difficult or even impossible sometimes. The KII participant goes on complaining that sometimes 

they need to reach a UDC where they cannot go directly by van. The deliverymen have to take the 

goods out of their van and then carry that to the UDC or nearest locations through rented boat. This 

is because many of the rural areas in Bangladesh is yet to have proper road communications. None of 

the Ek-shop logistics services provider have boat or similar capacities to cater to the need of the rural 

areas of Bangladesh.  This is one of the difficulties that the logistic providers face in delivering goods 

to UDCs. This capacity problem of the logistic services providers in this case hampers the delivery of 

goods. 

 

Most of the merchants and logistic services providers are located in the capital city, Dhaka. So, they 

promise same day delivery if the order is made within Dhaka city. The KII with one of the main logistics 

services partners of Ek-shop states that overall they have on time delivery rate of 91% inside Dhaka 

city.  However, during peak seasons i.e. religious festival or national festivals the rate drops. The delivery 

time is higher for Ek-shop customers who are located outside Dhaka and mainly in the rural areas. The 

logistic partner informed us that they do not have separate information for Ek-shop customers as they 

serve these UDC like their other customers. They normally promise to deliver within 48 to the divisional 

level. However, remote divisions like Rangpure takes usually 72 hours. Overall, they have 72% success 

rate of delivering goods within 48 hours and 90% success rate of delivering within 72 hours. However, 

the UDC FGD participants pointed out that some-times it takes 10-15 days to get the products.    

 

The reasons that was identified in the FGD and KII are: inadequate number of delivery van of logistic 

providers. This low capacity causes scheduling problem and delivery of goods on time. Moreover, the 

deliverymen job is not very popular among young men due to the tedious nature of the job. Therefore, 

high turnover often causes longer delivery time during peak seasons. Traffic congestion in most big 

cities is a matter of concern now a days in Bangladesh. Recent study shows that traffic movement is 7 
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km per hour in recent days in Dhaka city which is the worst in the world. This is one of the reasons for 

high lead time in delivering goods to the rural areas as all the merchants are located in Dhaka city. 

 

Personal Service 

The FGD and KII reveals that the packing used by the merchants are not delivery friendly. The 

merchants of Ek-shops often hand-over goods to the logistic services provider with improper packaging 

that causes handling of big items difficult and ultimately causes longer lead time. “This is due to 

inexperienced and improper trained employees of the merchants”, the KII participant complained in 

the interview.    

 

UDC owner(s)/employees often do not remain present at their centers. Some of the FGD participants 

opine that this is due the lacking of professionalism among the owners who takes this business very 

casually; they are often busy with doing other business or household work and are less focused to their 

UDC work. The KII participant express his anger by stating that sometimes the courier calls the UDC 

owners/employees that he is coming to deliver a parcel but they do not receive the phone calls or call 

them back. “This is very disappointing when you go a long distance and cannot get in touch with the UDCs” the KII 

participants further complained in the interview. To resolve any delivery failure dispute usually the 

deliverymen, record the conversation and save the screen-shot of their call list and text it to the 

respective UDCs. But sometimes UDCs ignore the text messages. This sometimes creates embarrassing 

situation and dissatisfactions among the partners of the whole business systems.  Personal service quality 

in the whole Ek-shop system thus appears to be low.    

 

Technical Service 

The Ek-shop system does not require advance payment to the merchants for the merchandise ordered 

by the UDCs even though UDC takes some advance payment but not the entire payment amount 

required for getting the product from the final customers. At times this causes inability of UDC to 

receive the ordered product by making full payment.  The FGD and KII participants show their anger 

that the UDCS are given free delivery, commissions and other promotional incentives to them but these 

does not have much effect to improve situations at the UDCs. This problem could be solved if the 

payment system could be integrated to the exiting Ek-shop platform.  

 

One of the points raised by both FGD and KSI participants is that the current Ek-shop platform needs 

to be updated; it does not show the cancellation of the order in real time. Therefore, when UDCs cancel 

orders, information is not visible to the logistic providers timely. This also causes delivery failure. Ek-

shop often monitors and communicate the orders through a Facebook page connected to UDCs and 
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Merchants. However, Ek-shop does not directly monitor the logistic providers nor it is visible to the 

logistic providers; they are just connected to via the merchants.  

 

Synchronization 

One of the major drawbacks identified in the study is lack of synchronization among the Ek-shop 

platform partners. The merchants, UDCs and logistic partners need to act in a synchronized way to 

deliver the best service to the rural customers. As identified in the FGDs and KII with UDCs this does 

not happen all the time. One of the main problems in e-business in rural areas is the long lead time. 

However, the UDCs do not care about this and often act in their own interest. For example, some 

merchants are specialized in some products and they can source and deliver that product quickly and 

efficiently. Even though UDCs while purchasing in favor of the actual customer know this, they do not 

order product from the vendors who can source and deliver the product quickly and efficiently. Rather 

they order from the merchants who give them highest commission. This causes synchronization 

problem in the whole system and degrade the reputation and trust of the entire platform. 

 

One of the merchants in the FGD stated that the lead time is higher when goods are ordered through 

Ek-shop platform. This is because the logistic providers are not their own logistic partners; Ek-shop 

have selected logistic companies whom they are not yet comfortable to work with. “This could be solved if 

they could deliver the products with their own logistics providers”, one of the merchants opined in the FGD. This 

indicates lack of synchronization between the merchants and Ek-shop’s logistic companies. The 

platform players must act in such a way that they are the organs of the same body, one of the merchant 

stated this in the FGD.     

3.3 Perspective of Customers: UDCs and Final Customers 
 

The perspective of customers in the context of Ek-shop platform emerges from two which is unlikely 

to see in any other platform services provided across the globe. In Ek-shop platform we find primarily 

two types of customers: one group can be considered as primary customers as they are the group that 

spends money to buy the product for individual or group consumption. The other group of customers 

can be called as secondary customer because they are buying on behalf of the primary customer. 

Although they are wearing the hat of customer by being involved in the purchase decision process, they 

do not take part in the consumption process. From that perspective they can be considered as a 

middleman in the purchase decision process just like the virtual agent that help you while shopping 

online.  
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The mentioned two types of customers are one of the key participants in the platform ecosystem of 

Ek-shop. The level of activism or the extent and intensity of customers’ participation in the platform 

determines the success of the platform. Historically this was true for other world class platforms like 

Amazon, Alibaba, Flipkart. Thus, this study while assessing the performance of Ek-shop platform 

collected responses from both the mentioned types of customers. The prime purpose of getting their 

feedback is to get to know about the performance of Ek-shop from their ends. The following subsection 

presents these two types of customers perception about Ek-shop as a platform. 

 

Primary customers (Ultimate consumer): 

 

The primary customers of Ek-shop are not found to be heavy users of this platform. This study finds 

that only 17 percent of the customers purchased from Ek-shop more than three times that means 83 

percent of the customers are yet to consider this platform as a regular medium of purchase. In regards 

to the type of products purchased from this platform this study find that the primary customers are still 

trying out this platform thus do not go for expensive purchases. For example, 50 percent of the surveyed 

customers purchase small items such as clothing from this platform. To be more specific they are 

purchasing low involvement clothing items such as T-shirt from this platform. Customers rarely buy 

expensive clothing item from this platform. This collaborates the earlier statement- customers are still 

trying out this platform, yet to include this in their regular purchase channel. 

 

The customers of this platform find it very easy to shop as 83 percent of the surveyed customers find 

that the platform has high ease of use. In regards to getting the right product at the right time the 

platform also seems to be performing well. However, compared to getting the product at right time the 

platforms performance to deliver right product to the customers seems to suffer a bit. In particular, 33 

percent customer mentioned that they do not receive the right product that they ordered in the platform. 

This is also reflected when the customers are asked about their difficulties with the platform. Around 

17 percent of the customer had to cancel the order due to not receiving the product which they ordered.  

 

Customers of Ek-shop platform also seems to be not satisfied with the price of the product offered 

through this platform. 67 percent of the customers find that the products price charged in the platform 

is higher than their expectation. This feeling of overprice of the product may be contributed by their 

perception of the quality of the product offered in the platform. In particular, only 50 percent of the 

customers stated that they find a match between the expected and actual quality of the offered product 

at Ek-shop platform. 
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Secondary customers (UDC Entrepreneurs, agent of the ultimate customers): 

 

The secondary customers that means UDC entrepreneurs perceptions toward the service related 

performance of Ek-shop platform is accumulated through both qualitative and quantitative mean which 

is highlighted in the methodology section. The qualitative data as accrued from one Focus Group 

Discussion with UDC operators is later substantiated as well as complemented through collecting 

survey data from 154 UDC operators. It is worthy to mention that both the qualitative and quantitative 

data collection instruments are adapted from E-S-QUAL and E-RecS-QUAL scale (Parasuraman, 

Zeithaml and Malhotra (2005). From these two scales seven dimensions namely efficiency, fulfillment, 

system availability, privacy, responsiveness, compensation and contact are accommodated in the FGD 

protocol and survey questionnaire. The secondary customers’ responses against these seven dimensions 

are presented in the following: 

 

Efficiency 

 

The efficiency dimension explores the respondents’ perception relating to the ease and speed of 

accessing and using the platform. The buying process at the platform is found to be easy as echoed by 

the UDC operators at the FGD. The process is narrated as: 

 

“Suppose anyone wants to buy a Panjabi from Ek-Shop. Then the vendors enter their user ID and password to enter into 

the system. Then they go to Ek-Shop and search for Panjabi. Then the UDC entrepreneur (secondary customer) can show 

the buyer all the Panjabi affiliated with Ek-Shop.  Then select the appropriate size for the buyer and finally place the 

order” (FGD, Dhaka, insert date). 

 

The secondary customers find the Ek-shop platform to be efficient as they can easily access the site for 

the buying selling activities. In particular only 7 percent of the customers find Ek-shop to be hard to do 

buying selling activities.  However, as per the respondent the efficiency will certainly increase even more 

if they can log on to Ek-shop directly without logging into Eksheba.  

 

In regards to the repurchase pattern from Ek-shop driven by the efficiency of the platform this study 

finds that only 10 percent of the customers show higher intent to repurchase from this platform. In 

contrast, 90 percent of the customers are not intending to repurchase frequently from this platform. 

Therefore, the efficiency of the platform needs to be improved even further for driving the repurchase 

intention of the customers. In addition, the order tracking system should be improved as it contributes 

toward the efficiency of the platform. This study find that around 44 percent of the customer do not 
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find the platforms order tracking system to be easy. Although the orders can be tracked through Ek-

shop website but the customers can only track the terminal not the exact location of the product. There 

is no tracking number in reverse supply chain. It makes things difficult for the related entities including 

the UDCs as they don’t get any information on returned product. 

 

Fulfillment 

The fulfillment dimension investigates the extent to which the platforms’ promises about delivery and 

item availability are fulfilled. As per this dimension the study in the FGD with secondary customers 

find that there exists mismatch between the displayed product and actual product. This mismatch 

happens in terms of color and quality. Inventory unavailability is also an issue highlighted by the 

secondary customers.  

 

This study finds that only 38 percent of the customers get all the products that they want to buy from 

Ek-shop platform that means a major percentage of customers does not get all of their desired product 

from this platform. In addition, only 34 percent of the customers get accurate product in the right 

quantity at the right time from Ek-shop platform. Most often the product delivery is delayed for at least 

1-2 days. Generally, it takes 1 day from Dhaka and 2 days from Chittagong to that destination however 

variations to this time frame is very common. Ek-shop does not provide any option to the customer 

for urgent delivery of the ordered product. 

 

The customers find the delivery cost of the ordered item to be reasonable and low which is a plus for 

this platform. In particular, only 27 percent of the customer find the delivery cost high whereas the rest 

find it to be within the acceptable limit. Moreover, the platform is perceived to be a non-differentiator 

of delivery cost as per expensive-inexpensive product. Around 68 percent of the respondents believe 

that the delivery cost does not vary as per expensive-inexpensive product or at least they are neutral 

about this statement.  

 

System availability 

 

This dimension of platform system availability demonstrates whether the platform is technically sound 

or not. It is evident from the FGD that Ek-Shop user don’t face any service interruption if there are 

technical problems. The survey data also endorse this. Specifically, 68 percent of the customers agree 

that the Ek-shop online system works uninterruptedly. If there is any technical glitch the customers are 

informed well ahead so that it does not daunt their perception about the technical quality of the 

platform.  However, the customers sometime face erroneous result in search option. For instance, when 
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they search “ring” then all the product that are similar with the word “ring” are showed. The platform 

is well equipped with order tracking system which is endorsed by the surveyed customers. In particular, 

81 percent of the customers acknowledge that they can track their order at Ek-shop. 

 

Privacy 

 

The privacy dimension assesses the degree to which the platform is safe and protects customer 

information. This study finds that around 86 percent of the customers find Ek-shop platform to be a 

safe platform for their use. Around 76 percent of the customer believe that the platform safely keep the 

customers’ information. The information generated through the interactions and or transactions at the 

platform is handled through the following process narrated by some participants in the FGD. 

 

“On a dash board service providers can see their purchase history details with commission. This information is 

protected with service providers’ user ID and password. This information is secured by end to end user and no 

chances of manipulation. Merchants don’t get any information of the actual buyer. The information of the actual 

buyer stored at the UDC service providers end”.  

 

In spite of the practiced system the privacy issue at the Ek-shop platform seems to be a bit inadequate 

if we take into account the other country perspective. For example, there is no written contract between 

the platform and the customers of the platform regarding the privacy issue. 

 

Responsiveness 

 

This dimension assesses the extent to which effective handling of problems and returns through the 

platform is in place or not. As per this dimension the study find that the platform is not as responsive 

as it should be if we take into account the successful platforms of the world. For example, the 

respondents mention about the lacking of action taken by Ek-shop if things go wrong. The following 

excerpts from the FGD with secondary customers reveals such scenario along with the real time 

difficulty of ensuring the quality of the product. 

 

“Ek-shop does not take any written action but they verbally advice their service providers to purchase product 

with caution. As bagdoom have their own warehouse they maintain product quality but ajker deal have 3rd party 

merchant and they do not have warehouse for checking product quality before delivering the product to final 

consumers”  
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Another issue mentioned by the respondents at the FGD is that there is no reimbursement system for 

missing products or delayed delivery. Sometimes secondary customers have to return the product at 

their own cost. However, customers can return the product if something goes wrong such as customer 

received damaged product. They also have the option to contact with Ek-shop authority round the 

clock which eventually contributes toward the satisfaction relating to EK-shop service quality as 

mentioned by the respondents. The secondary customers overall are found to be happy with the service 

quality of Ek-shop. 

 

The quantitative phase of the study substantiated the FGD findings. In particular, this study finds that 

around 67 percent of the customers endorse the idea that Ek-shop handle the buying selling related 

problems at the platform effectively. 63 percent of the customers also agreed that they can return the 

goods to Ek-shop and the return process also found to be easy by most of the surveyed customers. In 

particular, 68 percent of the customers find the return process to be easy. Even after this overwhelming 

response the customers advised Ek-shop to work on the screening of product quality by the platform, 

adjusting price as per the market and reducing the delivery time. In addition, remote delivery system 

should be introduced. Suppose a customer order a product at UDC and it should be delivered to another 

place for example Dhaka. 

 

 

Compensation 

 

This dimension resonates the degree to which the platform compensates customers for problems. It is 

evident from this study that only 35 percent of the customers believe that Ek-shop offer compensation 

for any kind of buying selling related problems. This mean majority of the customer do not believe that 

Ek-shop has such system in place. This is a comparative disadvantage for Ek-shop as compensation is 

one of the keys to retain and increase customer loyalty towards any platform. However, the customers 

those agree that Ek-shop has compensation system in place seems to be not highly satisfied with the 

compensation makeup. Only 34 percent of the customers are found to be happy with the current 

compensation package if something related to buying selling activities of the platform goes wrong. 

 

Contact 

 

The contact dimension assesses the platform in terms of the availability of assistance through telephone 

or online representatives. This study find that customers of Ek-shop can contact with the platform 

round the clock which is mentioned earlier. In terms of ease of using such contact system this study 
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find that 90 percent of the customers are happy with the perceived ease of use of the existing contact 

system.  
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CHAPTER 4: CHALLENGES, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 
 

 

4.1 Barriers of interactions among participants at e-commerce platform 

 
Spread of internet has brought significant rise in ecommerce platforms globally. In the current era, 

economic development is strongly linked with ecommerce activity. In other words, more advanced 

economies embrace ecommerce and or online transactions more than the not so advanced economies. 

Many authors including Kole 2000 and Humphrey et al., (2003) have identified e-commerce as a driver 

of economic development. Developing countries with a large stock of population like Bangladesh are 

also witnessing rapid growth in ecommerce activities. However, such potential of growth of online 

transactions generally is restricted by certain barriers/ challenges. Pare (2002); Humphrey et al. (2003); 

Vatanasakdakul et al, (2004) argued that developing countries are yet to realize full potentials of 

ecommerce activities due to certain obstacles. Lawrence  and Usman  (2010) argues that although the 

challenges of ecommerce transactions widely vary among countries, the most common ones include  (a) 

enabling factors infrastructure (technology, network availability of ICT skills, qualified personnel); (b) 

cost factors (costs of ICT equipment and networks); and (c) security and trust factors (uncertainty of 

payment methods, and legal frameworks), (d) poor distribution logistics. Zainudeen, Rohan, and 

Nirmali (2011) argue that problems associated with e-market place in Bangladesh relate to policy and 

infrastructure although technology issues are relatively tractable. 

 

This study identifies challenges of the Ek-shop platform in delivering its services to the rural customers 

of Bangladesh. The challenges are detailed in the following:  

    

 
Overall Drawbacks of the Ek-shop platform 
 

1. The performance of Ek-shop platform suffers a lot from poor synchronization thus requires 

synchronization of the all the actors of the platform i.e. merchants, UDCs and logistic partners. 

However, sometime inefficiency of one of the actors causes challenge to the whole system. 

 

2. In general buyers do not have trust on the sellers selling through online platform including Ek-
shop. To be more specific they are purchasing low involvement items such as T-shirt from this 
platform. Only 50 percent of the customers stated that they find a match between the expected 
and actual quality of the offered product at Ek-shop platform. Only 10 percent of the customers 
show high intent to repurchase from this platform. 
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3. Sellers seems to have less confidence on getting full and final payments from customers as there 

are numerous incidents where customers refused to receive the final delivery of the product.  

 
4. Customers at times remain in dark regarding delivery time since they can’t track the goods 

online. UDCs can track order but 44 percent of the UDCs do not find the platforms order 
tracking system easy to use and sometime face erroneous result in search option while searching 
a specified product. 

 
5. Customers face difficulty in returning products.   

 
6.  Failure to deliver the product at the specified destination as some of the UDCs are located in 

very remote areas. Those areas are not highly covered by the logistics services providers.  

 

Drawbacks relating to Merchants 

1. Not responding adequately to customer complaints. 

 

2. Contents on the website are not clear and does not have a real match with actual product.  

 

3. Improper packaging of the products thus higher probability of damage during transportation. 

 

4. Delivery of wrong product. 33 percent of the customer in the survey mentioned that they do 

not receive the right product that they ordered in the platform and 17 percent of the customer 

had to cancel the order due to not receiving the product which they ordered. 

 

5. Price of the products are sometimes high. 67 percent of the customers find that the products 
price charged in the platform is higher than their expectation. 
 

  

Drawbacks relating to the UDCs  

1. Cancellation of order by UDCs after confirmation.  

 

2. Sometimes UDC operators do not reply to the mails and phone call. At times they remain busy 

with their other work which results product return due to non-delivery. This makes the Ek-

shop platform to suffer financially and ethically.  

 

3. There are numerous frictions relating to product delivery to UDCs. For example, UDCs failed 

to take delivery of the products due to their non-availability, non-traceability both physically 

and virtually. Shortage of funds also made them unable to take delivery of the products. 

 

4. At times, lack of computer expertise of the UDC people discourage customers to shop online 

from Ek-shop.  
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5. Some of the UDCs are remotely located which causes delivery problem of large items like TV,  

air conditioners and similar items. 

 

6. There is a gender disparity among the UDC entrepreneurs.   

 

Drawback of the Ek-shop Logistic Partner 
 

1. Traffic congestion in big cities increases delivery time that in turn causes customer 

dissatisfaction.   

 

2. Inadequate number of delivery van increases delivery time that in turn causes customer 

dissatisfaction.   

 

3. Failure to deliver products on-time. Most often the product delivery is delayed for at least 1-2 

days. 

 

4. Delay in payment to the merchants which consequently results in delayed payment to the 

logistics partners. 

 

5. In case of large electronic products like (TV, Freeze, Refrigerator, A/C etc.), logistic partners 

generally do not feel encouraged to deliver.  

 

6. High turnover of deliverymen causes poor outcome in the delivery of products. 

 
 

 

4.2 Recommendations  

 
1. As mentioned in the earlier section that synchronization of the activities of all the actors of the 

platform i.e. merchants, UDCs and logistic partners is required for improving the performance 

of Ek-shop platform. Inefficiency on the part of one actor can cause problem to the whole 

system. This one of the major issues in the Ek-shop platform. For proper functioning of the 

platform all actors of the platforms must work in a synchronized way. Without that the platform 

will not be able to run successfully both in short and long run. 

  

2. Trust is identified as one of the major issues raised by customers. This is reflected in the 

purchase pattern of the customers. For example, customers primarily purchase low involvement 

items such as T-shirt from this platform. Due to lack of trust customers are not opting to go 
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for purchasing big ticket items. However, trust cannot be improved overnight. Therefore, Ek-

shop should gain the customers’ trust through consistently delivering the right product, at the 

right time and condition and to the right customer. Consistent short run performance as such 

will certainly give them payoff in the longer run with specific reference to building customer 

trust.   

 
3. At present Ek-shop platform final customers do not enjoy the facility of tracking the ordered 

goods online. UDCs can track order but many of the UDCs do not find the platforms order 

tracking system easy to use. Moreover, faulty searching output is commonplace at the 

platform. Ek-shop should fix this problem by introducing a final customers’ interface in the 

system and design an user friendly tracking system both for UDCs and final customers.  

 
4. The present return policy is identified to be cumbersome. Ek-shop should work on this area 

and make customer friendly return policy.     

 

5. Ek-shop can inform the policy makers regarding the odd locations of some of the UDCs and 

try to make them involved in establishing the UDCs at least be involved in site selection 

decision of the relevant ministry of the government.   

 

6. Ek-shop should take steps so that customers complains are promptly addressed by Ek-shop 

merchants. 

 

7. Ek-shop should increase the user-friendliness of the website. Some customers complain about 

the low user-friendly nature of the platform.  

 

8. Ek-shop merchants should devote more attention towards the packing of the sent products. 

Ek-shop should occasionally monitor the packaging done by the merchants. This cross-

checking task will certainly improve the customer satisfaction.   

 

9. As indicated earlier that 33 percent of the customer received wrong product and 17 percent of 

the customer had to cancel the order due to not receiving the product which they ordered. This 

resonate that there still exists information gap among the platform participants. Ek-shop should 

work towards reducing such information gaps. 

 

10. The price charged by Ek-shop merchants should be reviewed at times. This will address the 
overpricing issue mentioned by some customers. 
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4.3 Conclusion  

Online business has changed many traditional manners of transaction and brought tremendous change 

in the economy. Citizens of a developing country like Bangladesh is now improving their standard of 

living using internet and internet related services. Sellers can now get order through online ordering 

system and customers can save substantial amount of their time through the same system. Last few 

years Bangladesh has seen tremendous growth of the e-business sector. In order to make the growth 

sustainable and sharing the benefits of the economic development of the country, the vast majority of 

the people living in remote rural areas cannot be ignored. Ek-shop, a  a2i project is an effort to reach 

these rural hard to reach customers. The Ek-shop e-business platform is a nexus of online merchants, 

UDCs and logistic providers who cater the e-business services to rural customers which is unique in the 

world.  This study investigates the performance of Ek-shop platform by accommodating the views of 

platform participants namely merchants, UDCs, customers and logistics services providers.    

 

Through FGDs, KII and surveys the study collected data on different performance dimensions of the 

Ek-shop e-business platform. The researchers develops analytical instruments using past studies from 

e-business and logistic literature. The analysis of the data give insight on the research questions of the 

study.    

 

The study reports the current drawbacks and strength of the platform in the efficiency, fulfillment, 

system availability, privacy, responsiveness, compensation and contact dimension from the UDCs and 

merchants of the platform. The findings also identify some weaknesses in the Operational Quality, 

Personal Service and Physical Service dimensions of the perspective of logistic partners of the Ek-shop 

platform.   

 

In the Capability sub-dimension of the Operational Quality dimension of the logistic companies are 

found to be inadequate due to the lower number of delivery van and lack of capacity to reach some 

rural destinations where boat is the only communication option. On the Personal Service dimension, it 

is identified that even though the deliverymen of the logistic partners are trying hard to deliver goods 

to the UDCs, there is less cooperation from the other partners i.e. the UDC employees or owners who 

often remain absent during business hours. The packing done by the merchants are not delivery friendly 

which is due to the non-availability of trained packer at the merchants end. 

  

The study also finds that current Ek-shops platform needs to be updated and improved. One of the 

areas needs to be improved is the real time order cancellation system. At present, when the UDCs cancel 
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orders, information is not communicated to the logistic providers timely. This causes delivery failure as 

logistic providers are not updated instantly. At present the logistic partners are connected through the 

merchants of the Ek-shop systems.  Ek-shop itself does not monitor the logistics services provider. The 

system can be improved through connecting logistic partners directly to the Ek-shop system.  

 

It is also identified that the Ek-shop platform partners i.e. UDCs, merchants and logistic companies are 

not synchronized in terms of their goals and work. This hampers the reputation and delivery of goods 

to the rural customers. It is found that UDCs often order goods from merchants who are not specialized 

in that product and therefore the delivery lead time gets longer. UDCs often do this as these merchants 

offer them higher commission. The other synchronization problem as identified in this study is- the 

merchants are not yet very comfortable to work with the Ek-shop’s selected logistic partners.  

 

Bangladesh showed a remarkable progress in economic development in the last one decade. One of the 

weaknesses in the development is the disparity in sharing the benefits among all the people of the 

country. The Ek-shop e-business platform is established by the government to reduce this disparity and 

with a goal – “not leaving anyone behind”. The Ek-shop e-business platform is a unique model that 

give rural people the access of e-business services and enjoy products which are not available in their 

area.  The contribution of the research lies in the fact that no study has been done so far that investigates 

the performance of platforms including Ek-shop. It is hoped that this study will inform policy-making 

decisions in relation to e-business for rural people in emerging economies.  
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Appendix-1: Questionnaire on Evaluation of Ek-Shop as E-Commerce 

Platform 
 

This questionnaire is designed to monitor the activities of Ekshop and to address its challenges. Please read each question 

carefully and answer it to the best of your ability. In reply, your personal information will be kept confidential. Thank you 

very much for participating in this research work. 

 

1. How easily you can do the buying and selling activities at Ek-shop? – 

1) Very Hard 

2) Hard 

3) Comparatively Easy  

4) Easy   

5) Very easy  

2. The customers get all the products that they want to buy from Ek-shop- 

1) Strongly Disagree 

2) Disagree 

3) Neutral 

4) Agree 

5) Strongly Agree 

3. The customers get accurate product in the right quantity at the right time from Ek-shop- 

1) Strongly Disagree 

2) Disagree 

3) Neutral 

4) Agree 

5) Strongly Agree 

4. The repurchase pattern of the same customers is- very infrequent  

1) Very low 

2) Low 

3) Sometimes 

4) High 

5) Very High 

 

5. The delivery cost of ordered item is- 

1) Very high 

2) High 

3) Comparatively low 

4) Low 

5) Very low 

6. The delivery cost varies as per expensive-inexpensive product-  
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1) Strongly Disagree 

2) Disagree 

3) Neutral 

4) Agree 

5) Strongly Agree 

 

7. You can track your order at Ek-shop- 

1) No 

2) Yes 

8. How easy it is to track the order- 

1) Very Hard 

2) Hard 

3) Comparatively Easy 

4) Easy 

5) Very Easy 

9. The Ek-shop online system works uninterruptedly- 

1) Strongly disagree 

2) Disagree 

3) Neutral 

4) Agree 

5) Strongly Agree 

  

10. Ek-shop platform is safe to use- strongly disagree  

1) Strongly disagree 

2) Disagree 

3) Neutral 

4) Agree 

5) Strongly Agree 

 

11. It safely keep the customer information- strongly disagree 

1) Strongly disagree 

2) Disagree 

3) Neutral 

4) Agree 

5) Strongly Agree 

 

12. Ek-shop handle buying selling related problems effectively-  

1) Strongly disagree 
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2) Disagree 

3) Neutral 

4) Agree 

5) Strongly Agree 

 

13. Can you return goods to Ekshop? – 

1) No 

2) Yes 

14. Is it easy to return goods to Ek-shop- 

1) Very Hard 

2) Hard 

3) Comparatively Easy 

4) Easy 

5) Very Easy 

15. Do Ek-shop give you compensation for any kind of buying selling related problems- 

1) No 

2) Yes 

16. How satisfied you are about the compensation provided by Ek-shop for buying selling related problems-  

1) Very Dissatisfied 

2) Dissatisfied 

3) Neutral 

4) Satisfied 

5) Very Satisfied 

17. How easy it is to contact with the representative of Ek-shop? – 

1) Very Hard 

2) Hard 

3) Comparatively Easy 

4) Easy 

5) Very Easy 

18. If you face any inconvenience please mention here 

 

Demographic Information 

19.Name: 

20. Gemder:  

(1) Male 

(2) Female 

(3) Others 

21. Age: 
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(1) Less than 20 

(2) 21 to 30 

(3) 31 to 40 

(4) 41 to 50 

(5) More than 50 

 

22. Educational Qualification 

(1) JSC 

(2) SSC 

(3) HSC 

(4) Honours 

(5) Masters 

(6) Others 

 

23. Occupation 

(1) Businessman 

(2) Service holder 

(3) Retried 

(4) Housewife 

(5) Others 

 

24. Monthly Income 

(1) 5000 or less 

(2) 5001 to 10000 

(3) 10001 to 15000 

(4) 15001 to 20000 

(5) More than 20000 

 

25. how many people you served per month? 

(1) 30 or less 

(2) 31 to 60 

(3) 61 to 90 

(4) 91 to 120 

(5) 121 to 150 

(6) 151 to 180 

(7) 181 to 210 

(8) 210 to 240 

(9) More than 240 
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26. District 

 

27. Upazila 

 

28. Union  
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Appendix 2: এএএএ এ-এএএএএএ এএএএএএএএএএএএএ এএএএএএএএএ 

এএএএএএএএএ এএএএএএএএএএ 

এই প্রশ্নমালাটি একশপ এর কার্ যক্রম পর্ যবেক্ষণ এেং এর চ্যাবলঞ্জগুলল লিরুপি এর উবেবশ প্রণীত। দয়া কবর প্রলতটি 

প্রশ্ন সতকযতার সাবে পড়ুি এেং আপিার সবে যাচ্চ  সক্ষমতা েযেহার কবর উত্তর লদি। উত্তর প্রদাবির ক্ষক্ষবে আপিার 

োক্তিগত তেয ক্ষগাপি রাখা হবে। এই গবেষণা কাবে অংশগ্রহণ এর েিয আপিাবক একান্ত ধিযোদ। 

 

১। একশপ এর ক্রয়-লেক্রয় কার্ যক্রম সম্পাদি করা - 

(১) অবিক কটিি (২) কটিি (৩) তুলিামূলক সহে (৪) সহে (5) খুে সহে 

২। গ্রাহকরা একশপ ক্ষেবক ক্ষর্ সে পণয লকিবত চ্াি ক্ষসগুবলা সেসময় পাি। 

(১) সম্পূণ য লিমত (২) লিমত (৩) লিরবপক্ষ (৪) একমত (৫) সম্পূণ য একমত  

৩। গ্রাহকরা একশপ ক্ষেবক লিলদযষ্ট সমবয় (ওবয়েসাইবি উবেলখত সমবয়) সটিক পলরমাবণর সটিক পণয ক্ষপবয় োবকি।  

 (১) সম্পূণ য লিমত (২) লিমত (৩) লিরবপক্ষ (৪) একমত (৫) সম্পূণ য একমত   

৪। একশপ ক্ষেবক একেি কাস্টমার োরোর পণয ক্রয় কবর –  

(১) খুেই কম (২) কম (৩) মাবেমবধয (৪) ক্ষেশী (৫) খুে ক্ষেশী  

৫। পণযর ক্ষেললভালর খরচ্- 

(১) খুে ক্ষেশী (২)  ক্ষেশী (৩) তুলিামূলক কম (৪) কম (৫) অবিক কম 

৬।  েযয়েহুল অেো সস্তা পবণযর উপর লভলত্ত কবর ক্ষেললভালর খরচ্ পলরেলতযত হয়।  

(১) সম্পূণ য লিমত (২) লিমত (৩) লিরবপক্ষ (৪) একমত (৫) সম্পূণ য একমত  

৭। আপলি লক একশপ – এ আপিার অেযার ট্র্যাক করবত পাবরি?  

(১) িা (২) হযা াঁ 

৮।  একশবপ অেযার ট্র্যাক করা – 

(১) খুে কটিি (২) কটিি (৩) তুলিামূলক সহে (৪) সহে (৫) খুে সহে  

৯। একশবপর অিলাইি লসবস্টম লিলে যবে কাে কবর। 

(১) সম্পূণ য লিমত (২) লিমত (৩) লিরবপক্ষ (৪) একমত (৫) সম্পূণ য একমত  

১০। একশপ েযেহার করা লিরাপদ। 

(১) সম্পূণ য লিমত (২) লিমত (৩) লিরবপক্ষ (৪) একমত (৫) সম্পূণ য একমত  

১১। এটি গ্রাহবকর তবেযর লিরাপত্তা লিক্তিত কবর।  

(১) সম্পূণ য লিমত (২) লিমত (৩) লিরবপক্ষ (৪) একমত (৫) সম্পূণ য একমত  

১২। একশপ সটিকভাবে ক্রয়-লেক্রয় সম্পলকযত সমসযার সমাধাি কবর। 
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(১) সম্পূণ য লিমত (২) লিমত (৩) লিরবপক্ষ (৪) একমত (৫) সম্পূণ য একমত  

১৩। আপলি লক একশপ এর পণয ক্ষেরত লদবত পাবরি?   

(১) িা (২) হযা াঁ 

১৪।  একশপ এ পণয ক্ষেরত ক্ষদওয়া –  

(১) খুে কটিি (২) কটিি (৩) তুলিামূলক কটিি (৪) সহে (৫) খুে সহে 

১৫।  ক্রয়-লেক্রয় সম্পলকযত সমসযাগুললর েিয একশপ লক আপিাবক ক্ষলতপূরণ ক্ষদয়? 

(১) িা (২) হযা াঁ 

১৬। একশপ প্রদত্ত ক্ষলতপূরণ সম্পবকয আপলি কতিা সন্তুষ্ট - 

(১) খুে অসন্তুষ্ট (২) অসন্তুষ্ট (৩) লিরবপক্ষ (৪) সন্তুষ্ট (৫) খুে সন্তুষ্ট 

১৭। একশপ এর প্রলতলিলধবদর সবে ক্ষর্াগাবর্াগ করা - 

(১) খুে কটিি (২) কটিি (৩) তুলিামূলক সহে (৪) সহে (৫) খুে সহে 

১৮। এছাড়াও র্লদ আপলি ক্ষকাি সমসযার সম্মুখীি হি দয়া কবর এখাবি উবেখ করুি। 

 

 

উত্তর প্রদানকারীর জনতাত্ত্বিক তথ্য 
 

১৯। িামঃ 

 

২০। ললে 

 (১) পুরুষ (২) িারী (৩) অিযািয 

 

২১। েয়স 

 (১) ২০ এর কম (২) ২১ – ৩০ (৩) ৩১ – ৪০ (৪) ৪১ – ৫০ (৫) ৫০ এর ক্ষেশী 

 

২২। লশক্ষাগত ক্ষর্াগযতা 

(১) ক্ষে এস লস ো তার কম (২) এস এস লস (৩) এইচ্ এস লস (৪) সম্মাি ো সমতুলয (৫) মাস্টাস য ো সমতুলয (৬) 

অিযািয 

 

২৩। ক্ষপশা 

(১) েযেসায়ী (২) চ্াকুরীেীেী (৩) অেসরপ্রাপ্ত (৪) গৃলহণী (৫) অিযািয 

 

২৪। মালসক আয় 

(১) ৫০০০ ো তার কম (২) ৫০০১ ক্ষেবক ১০০০০ এর মবধয (৩) ১০০০১ ক্ষেবক ১৫০০০ এর মবধয (৪) ১৫০০০১ 

ক্ষেবক ২০০০০ এর মবধয (৫) ২০০০০ এর ক্ষেশী 

 

২৫। প্রলত মাবস আপলি আিুমালিক কত েি ক্ষক একশপ এর মাধযবম ক্ষসো প্রদাি কবরি?  
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(১) ৩০ েি ো তার কম (২) ৩১ ক্ষেবক ৬০ েি (৩) ৬১ ক্ষেবক ৯০ েি (৪) ৯১ ক্ষেবক ১২০ েি (৫) ১২১ 

ক্ষেবক ১৫০ েি (৬) ১৫১ ক্ষেবক ১৮০ েি (৭) ১৮১ ক্ষেবক ২১০ েি (৮) ২১০ ক্ষেবক ২৪০ েি (৯) ২৪০ েি 

এর ক্ষেশী 

 

২৬। ক্ষেলা 

 

২৭। উপবেলা 

 

২৮। ইউলিয়ি 
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Appendix 3: FGD CHECKLIST FOR OTHER PLATFORMS USING 

EKSHOP 
 

1. How do you find and feel about Ek-shop?  

2. How you are benefitted from EK-shop including financial and non-financial? 

3. What is the repurchase pattern and frequency of the same customers coming from Ek-shop platform? 

4. Can customers of Ek-shop track their order when using your platform to order? Pls explain the process?  

5. Do Ek-shop online system works uninterruptedly? What are the problems those you are facing while using the 

system? 

6. Do Ek-shop is safe to you use for with specific reference to privacy and customer specific information?  

7. How effectively Ek-shop handle buying selling related problems when customers buy from your platform? Pls 

explain the complaint handling process?  

8. What role Ekshop play in that complaint handling process? How do you feel about their involvement in their 

customers complaint handling process? 

9. Do you give compensation for any kind of buying selling related problems of Ek-shop customers? How do you 

decide about the compensation? Do Ek-shop has any role to play in that compensation decision process? 

10. How easy it is to contact with Ek-shop platform from your end? Explain the process of contacts? 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 


